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Warning! 
This book’s content is for instructional 
purposes only, use it at your sole risk.  

All martial arts carry inherent risk. The 
author is not responsible for any 
accident or injury to yourself, others, 
or property.  

Further, you release the author from 
any claims and liability from any 
further use of any content 
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Space is the enemy!  

Giving your opponent space means they have 
more options. They can manage the pace of 
the fight better, plus potentially sweep, 
escape, or submit. This means they can gain 
more possible controls.  

When thinking about control, limiting how 
your opponent can move while keeping as 
many points of contact as possible is 
essential.  

Example: You are passing someone’s half 
guard but don’t block their hips. That free 
space gives them the opportunity to re-guard, 
off-balance and sweep you or find a sub. 
These options can be limited or completely 
shut down by controlling the space and 
keeping the correct points of contact. 
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Active, passive, reactive. 

Players have different styles and use these 3 
styles throughout rolls. The worst thing to do 
in a combat sport is to only be one of them.  

If you’re always active you could gas out fast.  

If you’re always passive, you will get swept, 
passed and submitted. 

If you’re always reactive, then you are waiting 
for your opponent to move. Without the 
feedback you’re looking for, the fight can stall 
fast. 

 

Climb higher, stay on top 

Once you have reached a position past the 
line of their hips, it’s crucial that you maintain 
or improve your current pin. The higher your 
position past your opponent’s hip line, the 
less their explosive power will matter. Once 
there, all upper body submissions become 
possible as you become the one in control. 
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Another link in the chain 

Every joint based submission is possible 
because of the control of the next joints in 
that kinetic chain. Take a wrist lock for 
instance. You try to wrist lock someone 
without blocking their elbow, they will be 
able to manoeuvre their arm out of the 
submission attempt relatively easily, but as 
soon as you block the elbow from moving, the 
wrist has little to no defence. 

Never ignore the controls of other joints 
when going for a submission. If you do, your 
attempt will fail. 
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The 4 steps to winning a fight: 

1) Take the fight to the floor 
2) Pass the legs 
3) Establish and hold a dominant position 
4) Submit your opponent 

 

Why do we take the fight to the floor? 
Because that’s where BJJ practitioners are 
proficient at finishing a fight. 

Passing the legs means you have tied down 
your opponent’s method of escape.  

More than that, you are out of danger from 
their most powerful strikes. 

Number three and four speak for themselves. 
If you are in control of your opponent, then 
you are ready to finish the fight by attempting 
a submission. 
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Let me in! 

Fighting for the inside space can take time 
and energy but is almost always worth it. 

Having the inside controls means your hooks 
will be dominant over any outside ones your 
opponent has. The reason inside controls are 
stronger than outside ones, is leverage.  

Butterfly guard is a fantastic way of 
demonstrating this. A good butterfly player 
will have decent hooks inside their 
opponents’ knees, one arm underhooking and 
possibly a neck tie or collar grip to help 
control their posture. Options to sweep using 
the inside space are numerous, along with 
several transitions to submission attempts. 
The key, inside position and quality 
connections for control. 
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Stay connected 

You could argue that this comes under space 
is the enemy, but space isn’t always active 
whereas connection is. Choosing where to re-
pummel the legs when blocking the pass, 
taking an ankle control when you’re being 
swept or swimming a hand in to get the 
underhook in half-guard come with staying 
connected. 

 

You aren’t going anywhere 

What determines how you can move? Your 
head and your hips. The direction that your 
whole body can move is limited by how much 
control you have of these two points. 

As a top player, controlling your opponents’ 
hips and head guarantees you staying in a 
dominant position. That’s why when on the 
bottom, changing this ASAP is a top priority. 
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Hold on tight… 

Fighting for the dominant grip as a bottom or 
top player is fundamental.  

Grips determine what you can or cannot do. 
For instance, if you are trying to pass 
someone’s closed guard and they have a 
collar grip on you, you will be hard pressed to 
maintain safety and posture.  

Without being able to posture up, the pass 
options narrow significantly, and you are in 
greater danger of being swept or submitted.  

 

Grips for takedowns and throws are often 
interchangeable. They will vary depending on 
circumstance such as self-defence, MMA, gi 
and No Gi.  

Any grip can be changed if the mechanic stays 
the same. Some grips become preferable over 
others depending on your body type and 
takedown goal.  
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The types of grips to take on your opponent 
are passive, active, or reactive grips. 

 A passive grip controls how someone can 
move. An active grip is when a player is forced 
to move want. A reactive grip is a transitional 
grip between movements for attack and 
defence. 

 The thing to remember when performing a 
throw, sweep or counter is, you are likely 
doing all 3 with that movement. 

One grip opponent’s direction while the other 
becomes your lever to produce force. 
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The pyramid of balance 

There are 3 points you must think of when 
staying balanced yourself or off balancing 
your opponent. The base of support, hip 
position, and head position. If one goes, the 
pyramid collapses.  

Anytime you want to off balance, sweep, 
throw or take down someone, it only 
becomes possible once one of these gets 
taken away from the other. That’s why 
breaking an opponent’s posture and 
maintaining your own is essential. 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 BASE 
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Throws and takedowns 

Leg throws #1 (Uchi mata) 

Get a collar grip with your right hand on their 
left side and an elbow grip with your left hand 
on their right side. Turn your back to your 
opponent by taking a 180 degree step back 
with your left foot, immediately pulling your 
elbow grip and pushing your collar grip. 
Simultaneously, kick your right foot inside 
your opponent’s left leg, just above the knee 
leaning them forward as you do so, forcing 
them over for the finish. 

 

Leg throws #2 (Ko-soto gari) 

Get a collar grip with your right hand on their 
left side and an elbow grip with your left hand 
on their right side. 

Take a step forward with your right foot, 
bringing it just in front of their right foot. your 
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left foot behind their right ankle carrying the 
momentum to finish the throw. 

 

Then, immediately pull with your elbow grip 
and push with your collar grip while bringing 
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Hip throw #1 (Drop seoi-nage) 

Get a collar grip with your right hand on their 
left side and a wrist cuff grip with your left 
hand on their right side. 
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Underhook the same arm you have an elbow 
grip on 

 

Immediately drop to your knees between 
their legs 
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Pull your grips down and forward with you to 
complete the throw. 
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Hip throw #2 (Seoi-nage) 

Get a collar grip with your right hand on their 
left side and a wrist cuff grip with your left 
hand on their right side. 

Take a step forward with your right foot, 
bringing it just in front of the inside of their 
right foot while raising their right arm. Follow 
around with your left foot to a parallel 
position. At the same time, punch your right 
arm under their right arm for an underhook. 
Immediately sink your hips below theirs 
pulling them forwards. Complete the throw 
by elevating them as you come back up 
driving their weight forwards. 
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Hip Throw #3 Harai goshi 

Snap down their neck with one hand and 
shoot a deep underhook with the other 

 

Drive your forehead into their temple as you 
switch your snap hand to a wrist/cuff control   
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Step your right foot a step ahead of their right 
foot and pivot until your feet are in a parallel 
position in front of theirs.  

 

Finish the hip throw by kicking your right 
ankle into their shin and pushing your 
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underhook arm up as you pull their wrist 
forward. 
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Hip throw #4 Tsurikomi goshi 

Get a collar grip and cuff grip, step forward 

 

Pivot your hips in front and below theirs as 
you pull their wrist to your chest 
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Off centre your upper body at a slight angle to 
theirs, hinge at your hips and lean forward. 

 

Complete by bringing your hips up into theirs, 
pulling the collar and wrist controll. 
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From a different angle: Get a collar grip with 
your right hand on their left side and a wrist 
cuff grip with your left hand on their right 
side. 
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Take a step forward with your right foot, 
bringing it just in front of the inside of their 
right foot while raising their right arm. Follow 
around with your left foot to a parallel 
position to your right foot.  

 

Off centre your upper body at a slight angle to 
theirs. As you do so, pull your left elbow into 
your chest keeping their right arm tight. 
Immediately hinging from your hips and 
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pulling them forwards.

 

Complete the throw by bringing your hips up 
under theirs while pulling them forward. 
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Hip Throw #5 Ogoshi 

Take a elbow control with one arm and a 
deep underhook to their waist with the other.  
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Punch your hook arm up while pulling the 
elbow control down, step in with the foot 
that’s the same side as your elbow control 
and pivot your other foot inside theirs. 

 

Lean forward, pull the elbow control across 
your body and extend your underhook up to 
complete the throw 
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Double leg takedown #1 

 

Start with grabbing a collar and sleeve  
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Switch to a two on one for the arm drag.  

 

Come to your opponent’s side drive through 
them to finish the takedown. 
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When landing try to move your head to the 
opposite side of your legs  
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Secure the legs and get a dominant position 

 

From a different angle: 

Start with grabbing a collar and sleeve  
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Switch to a two on one for the arm drag.  

 

 

Come to your opponent’s side drive through 
them to finish the takedown. 
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When landing try to move your head to the 
opposite side of your legs  

 

Secure the legs and get a dominant position 
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Double leg takedown #2 

Make sure you are within arm’s reach. Drop 
for a penetrating step and shoot for both legs 
with your arms as you drive your weight back 
up and through off your rear leg. 

 

 

 

 

Single leg takedown #1 

When within arm’s reach, drop for a 
penetrating step and shoot for their right 
side. Gable grip with hands and collect their 
leg as you stand up driving to your left and 
forwards.  

 

Single leg takedown #2 
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Drop for a penetrating step. Gable grip behind 
an ankle and drive your shoulder forwards 
into their shin to finish the takedown. 

 

Escapes 

 

Mount escape #1 

Start by framing across their hip. Bridge hard 
to make them base out and briefly lose 
connection with their hips, with their 
upwards momentum to shift your hips left so 
your right foot can trap and collect their right 
foot or leg. Then bring your left knee into 
their hip line and figure 4 your legs. They are 
now in half-guard, and you are ready to 
attack. 

 

Mount escape #2 
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Big bridge, then ‘bench press’ them up with a 
hip frame to gain space, bringing the knee in 
and re-guarding into half. 

 

Side control escape #1 

Get your frames in on the side closest to your 
head, one under their neck the other under 
their armpit. Gable grip your hands and 
extend your arms pushing them away, using 
the space to re-pummel a knee in and obtain 
half-guard. 

 

 

Side control escape #2 

Shoot your arms to the side furthest from 
your head under their armpit and 
simultaneously font shrimp as you extend 
your arms coming to a half back control or 
scramble position. 
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Back mount escape #1 

Always have at the opposite arm to their 
choking arm defending when someone has 
your back.  

 

 

Try to get your head to the mat first. 
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Then, scoot your butt to the mat by stepping 
over whichever hook is nearest the ground 
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Use your hand to block their knee as you turn 
into them stopping them from scrambling 

 

Switch your hips underneath you and come 
up into a side control/Side pinning position 
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Knee on belly escape #1 

Frame off the knee using both hand and push 
had while shrimping. Capture the foot/knee 
with your hands and lock your legs to gain a 
quarter or half guard. 

Sweeps from bottom position 

 

Sweep #1 Scissor 

In closed guard, get a collar grip with your 
right hand and an elbow grip with your left 
hand 
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Once secured, open your guard, put your 
right shin into their ribs, and your left leg with 
your knee just over theirs to the floor 

Push with your right hand and leg as you pull 
with your left hand and leg 
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Secure a top mounted position to complete 
the sweep 

 

From there, work for a submission or change 
to a different dominant position 
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Sweep #2 Spider guard 

Starting in a basic flat spider position with 
feet sitting in the creases of their elbows. 

 

Switch your hips. Extend your left grip and leg 
deep into the elbow, pulling your right grip in. 
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Elevate and follow to complete the sweep. 

 

Go for a crush, triangle, armbar or secure a 
top mounted position. 
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Sweep #3 Idiot sweep 

Typically, you’ll only get this if your opponent 
has tried standing up while still in your locked 
closed guard. 

 

Once their feet are in line with your hips, 
work on freeing either arm by rotating the 
grip and get ready to over hook their ankles. 
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Grab both of their ankles and pull 

 

Use the forward momentum to post up on 
your right hand and grab their collar with 
your left 
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Secure a top mounted position to finish. 

 

The only thing that you need to watch out for 
is that they will be right by your toe line if you 
don’t scramble putting you at risk of leglocks. 
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Sweep #4 Butterfly 

Starting in butterfly with an underhook with 
your right arm and a sleeve control with your 
left hand. 

 Lean into your opponent with your head and 
make sure both of your feet are firmly hooked 
into the crooks of your opponent’s knees. 

 

Turn your left foot toes to the mat with your 
leg on the mat.  
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Elevate with your right toe hook as you fall to 
your left side driving your right arm 
underhook up as you do. 

 

Follow them as they fall with the momentum  
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The sweep will end with you in a top mounted 
position still controlling a sleeve and having 
an arm underhooked. 
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Sweep #5 X 

Start in a reverse x guard  

 

Switch into a single leg 
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Underhook their right ankle. Push into their 
hip and pull the ankle  

 

Here you will end up in 50 50 type position if 
you want to hit leg locks or scramble up 
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Sweep #6 (Mount bottom) 

Starting in a low mounted position  

 

Bridge to make them base out.  
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Gable grip behind their right shoulder.  

 

Pull them tight to you. Bridge again pressing 
an elbow under their chin to complete the 
sweep. 
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Start to work your closed guard escapes. 

 

 

Sweep #7 half-guard top 

Underhook your opponent on whichever is 
your top side leg while using your opposite 
arm to arm drag their chest away from you. 
Kick your bottom leg into their far leg as your 
underhook pulls under their far armpit. Take 
the back to complete the sweep. 
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Sweep #8 Half guard bottom 

Assuming your opponent hasn’t gotten their 
knee past your kneeline, this should work 

 

Plant your left foot 
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Gable gripping over their left shoulder with 
your left elbow in their neck, shrimp out and 
push up into their neck with your elbow 

 

Switch your hips back underneath coming up 
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Now you end up in the top of their half guard 

 

 

Begin working on your half guard passes from 
here or hunt a submission 
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Playing the guard 

 

Spider 

 This guard has 4 points of contact, 2 wrist 
grips or sleeve controls, and both of your feet 
in the creases of their elbows. Usually, you 
will switch your hips to elevate your 
opponent’s arm helping you manage distance 
and space. It can be played against a sitting or 
standing opponent. 
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Lasso  

 A type of open guard that emphasizes control 
of the shoulders and wrists. Usually, an 
excellent transition from spider guard, lasso 
has 4 points of contact offering excellent 
control of a standing or seated opponent. 
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X 

 Uses 2-3 points of contact. Great entry to 
ankle locks, sweeps or transition position for 
other guards. 
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Butterfly 

 Staying upright in a seated position while 
keeping connected with active hooks makes 
this a great guard to sweep/attack a person 
from. 
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Half guard 

A 50 50 guard that has as many advantages 
top as it does bottom. This guard is very 
reactive. Who is dominant depends on these 
3 factors. Who has the underhook, who has 
control of the knee line and who has hip 
mobility. 
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Closed guard 

The ‘bottom’ player has a variety of options 
to sweep or submit the person trying to pass 
while using minimal energy. 
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Pulling guard 

Pulling guard is extremely common in BJJ 
competitions and can be preferable in rolls. 
Why? Because you don’t risk points and you 
begin in a position you are comfortable from 
with controls on your opponent. 

Guard pulling only happens from a standing 
position and things such as ‘jumping guard’ 
are off limits due to safety reasons except to 
higher belts. 

Now, lets begin from a common standing 
position of a collar and sleeve control.
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Extend your leg and hips out, kicking into the 
inside of their pelvis almost like a ‘teep’ 

 

Keeping your leg in tight and your grips 
secure, fall back to your ass 
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Pull them into you stepping your left foot 
behind their right ankle 

 

Using the foot in their pelvis elevate their off 
balanced base to sweep them over 
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Use their momentum to get yourself into a 
top mounted position 

 

Hold the position and work for submissions. 
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Passing the guard 

 

Spider 

Uh oh, your opponent has you in Spider!  

 

Start by bringing your elevated side hand 
inside their leg and take a grip on the knee. 
Push that knee to the ground. This breaks 
their first control.  
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Knee slice over that leg, keeping that grip on 
their knee as you do 
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Bring your other hand inside their knee and 
drive both your leg and theirs forward. Knee 
slice on that side and step past their hip line. 

 

Secure top mount and work for submissions. 
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Lasso 

 Uh oh! Your opponent has you in Lasso… 

 

Break a cuff grip by circling your hands onto 
the outside of their knees.  
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Turn their lasso knee in towards their 
centreline, stepping around their spider leg 

 

Hip into the spider leg and follow through 
with your knee and step past their hipline 
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You finish into a quasi side mounted or knee 
on belly position. Decide where you want to 
go and work to improve your position or try 
for a submission. 
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X 

 Uh oh! Your opponent has you in an x guard. 

 

Start by c gripping their right ankle, pushing it 
to their belly while stuffing their left shin 
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Step your left leg over their right leg while 
trying to trap their right forearm with your leg 

 

Push their left leg out and away from you, 
sliding your right leg under their left arm 
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Here you end up in a comfortable s-mount 
position where you can work for some easy 
submissions. 
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Butterfly 

Uh oh! Your opponent has you in butterfly… 

 

Start by off centring their left leg by posting 
their knee to the mat using a c grip.  
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Then, gingerly step your right shin onto their 
left leg, hooking your right foot to secure 

 

With your left hand, grip their right knee and 
swing your left leg over their right leg . 
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Drive your hips forward and knee slice over 
their right side 

 

Finish in a top mounted position that you 
could use for a gift wrap or submission setup 
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Half guard #1 

 Get an underhook and crossface to start 
with. Base out with the leg that isn’t trapped. 
Switch your hips to bring the knee of the 
trapped leg past your opponent’s knee line. 
As you switch your hips back, elevate their 
head and sit through into a scarf position to 
complete the pass.  

 

Half guard #2 

Uh oh! Your opponent has you in half guard…   
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Start by grabbing their left wrist with your 
right hand and leaning forward 

 

Temporarily with a 2 on 1, pass the wrist grip 
to your left hand as you flatten them out  
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Keep the wrist control with your left hand as 
your right arm comes under their head 

 

Rotate their body into yours, back to chest, 
gripping left wrist with your right as you do 
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Come up onto your knees as you pull their 
torso off the floor 

 

Collapse to your left butt cheek. As you pull 
them, throw your free leg over their right side 
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Finish in a back mounted position.  

 

The only caveat here is that you won’t be 
squarely on their back. You may need to front 
shrimp to better acquaint your chest with 
their back. 

 

On the following page is the same again but 
from a different angle: 
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Start by grabbing their left wrist with your 
right and left hand and leaning forward. 

 

Pull their left wrist into their neck while 
dragging their back to your chest, sitting up. 
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Come up onto your left foot and right knee as 
you start to fall back to your left butt cheek. 

 

Throw your right leg over theirs, securing 
your hooks as you fall to your underhook side. 
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Finish in a back mounted position.  
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Closed guard #1 

Uh oh! Your in closed guard… 

 

Secure 2 c grips on the top bones of their 
pelvis. Bring your elbows inside their hips.  
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Drive into their legs with force down and out, 
until their guard opens.  

 

Once you feel it open, secure grips on their 
knees. Knee slice through on your left side. 
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Once clear, step over  

 

Repeat the knee slice on the opposite side  
and slip through as you base out into a full 
top mount position. 
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Closed guard 2 

Whoops! Closed guard again huh? 

 

Secure two inside armpit grips. Keeping your 
head to their chest.  
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Drive forward as you jump to a narrow base 
on your feet. 

 

Arch you back as you begin to sit backwards  
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Bring your grips to their hips as you launch 
your knees one side at a time through their 
guard 
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You end up in a top mounted position ready 
to attack or switch to a different dominant 
position. 

 

 

Side note to this technique: The effectiveness 
of the finish of the pass is reliant on you being 
quick when brining your knees past their hip 
line. 

 

Here’s the same pass but from a different 
angle: 
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Secure two inside armpit grips. Keeping your 
head to their chest.  
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Drive forward as you jump to a narrow base 
on your feet. 

 

Arch you back as you begin to sit backwards  
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Once you feel their legs pop open switch your 
grip to their hips and push them down 

 

Tuck your elbows into their hips and launch 
your knees through what’s left of their guard 
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You end up in a top mounted position ready 
to attack or switch to a different dominant 
position. 
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Closed guard 3 

Pfft! Closed guard… again? Really?! 

 

Take a lapel grip on the chest with your right 
hand and a grip on the pelvis with your left 
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Drive them into the ground with your grips as 
you shift your right knee into their tailbone 

 

Turn your left knee out as your left grip 
moves to control the top of their right knee 
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Now their guard is open, strip their right leg 
to the floor with your left grip 

 

Knee slice your left knee over their right hip 
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Step your left knee up. Secure an underhook 
and crossface your opponent 

 

Switch your hips to elevate your right knee to 
clear their knee line 
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Knee slice with your right knee over their hip 
line 

 

Finish in a top mounted position and work for 
submissions from there 
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Here’s a slight variant to the technique from 
another angle: 

 

Take a lapel grip on the chest with your right 
hand and a grip on the pelvis with your left 
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Drive them into the ground with your grips as 
you shift your right knee into their tailbone 

 

Now their guard is open, strip their right leg 
to the floor with your left grip 
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Step your left knee over their right hip 

 

Switch your hips to elevate your right knee to 
clear their knee line 
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Knee slice with your right knee over their hip 
line and swing it around over their left arm 

 

Finish in an s mount style position 
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Submission encyclopaedia 

 

Closed guard #1 Cross collar 

Use this one if they have a chest grip on your 
lapel in closed guard. Get a two on one 
control of their wrist that’s on your lapel. 

 

 

 

Bring their upper body in close using your legs 
as you simultaneously drag their right arm 
across your body (to your right side). 
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Take your right grip off their wrist and go in 
for a deep collar grip palm up. 

 

Bring your left hand under your right hand. 
Secure a deep left side collar grip palm up. 
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You want to pull their collar in a diagonal line 
across their neck, squeezing up and arching 
your upper body for the finish. 

 

 

This technique has a great deal of variations 
from setup to execution. A great key that 
helped me really nail this move was whenever 
I tried this pals up style to try to end up with 
my knuckles tucking into the bottom of my 
palms. 
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Closed guard #2 Arm triangle 

 

Use this one if they have a chest grip on your 
lapel in closed guard. Get a two on one 
control of their wrist that’s on your lapel. 

 

 

 

Bring their upper body in close using your legs 
as you simultaneously drag their right arm 
across your body over your right shoulder. 
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Secure their left arm by pinching it between 
your head and your right shoulder. As you do 
so, throw your right arm over their left 
shoulder behind their neck. 
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Lock your arms up into a figure four with your 
right hand into your left bicep, just past the 
elbow. 

 

Squeeze both your right and left arm to finish 
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Closed guard #3 OLS Omapolata 

Start with your right hand grabbing their left 
wrist cuff. Your left hand in a deep collar grip 

 

Unlock you guard, base with your left foot 
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Kick over with your right leg (towards your 
centreline) as you pull their collar down 

 

Follow by chopping your right leg down over 
their shoulder, letting their wrist go  
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Use your right hand to grab their hip to stop 
them rolling out of the omapolata 

 

Switch your legs into an s position and sit up 
to fully isolate their shoulder. 
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Butt scoot away to flatten them out if 
necessary 

 

Sit your hips through for the finish 
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Closed guard #4 Triangle 

Use this one if they have a shallow arm 
somewhere below your sternum  

 

Right hand on their tricep, left on their wrist 
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Base out with your left foot and throw up 
your hips, leg cutting down onto their neck 

 

Use your left hand to secure your right shin to 
help keep their posture low while you adjust. 
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Lock up your legs in a figure of four, 
squeezing your knees together 

 

Pull your right shin down with your left leg, 
ensuring their arm is still across your body 
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Closed guard #5 Arm bar 

Use this one if they have a shallow arm 
somewhere below your sternum  

 

Right hand on their tricep, left on their wrist 
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Plant your left foot on the floor and use it to 
angle your body to the right  

 

Then swing your left leg with your knee to the 
left side of your opponent’s neck.  
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Keep their elbow in the crease of your hips as 
you force them over to their back 

 

Squeeze your knees together pull their wrist 
down as you extend your hips up to finish. 
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A couple of points worth noting for this one. If 
you want a better, more secure way to stop 
them from posturing up, you may consider 
chopping your right leg down over your 
opponents left shoulder as you angle off. 

 

The only reason I don’t demo it here is 
because I simply forgot. Don’t be like me, 
forgetting things on the mats. Study and 
practice so you don’t even have to think 
about it! 
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Side control #1 Kimura 

 

Using your head and right arm, free their left 
arm and start to extend it. 
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Point their hand towards their feet an begin 
to bring your left arm under their left tricep 

 

Grab their wrist with your right arm and your 
left wrist (figure 4) with your right arm 
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Drag their arm tight into their body, putting 
their forearm at a right angle to the shoulder 

 

Step your left foot over their head and bring it 
tightly into their neck for added control. 
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Turn their elbow up using your left arm to pull 
your right wrist and your right arm pushing 
their wrist into the floor towards their 
shoulder.  

 

 

Having a leg over for most people won’t be 
necessary due to their inflexibility. Still, if you 
can get your leg into that position, it does 
stop most counter or escape attempts but 
further isolating the head. 
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Side control #2 Americana 

 

Reach for a wrist control of their left arm with 
your right hand. Use your head and come 
under their tricep with your left arm. 
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Force their arm to the floor, lock up a figure 
four grip with your arms to isolate their left. 

 

Drag their left arm tight into their body 
putting your right elbow into their neck 
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Bring your left leg over their head. Squeeze in 
behind their neck and off centre their head 

 

Push down with your right arm and pull up 
with your left for the finish 
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Side control #3 Wrist lock 

Starting from a cross face, classic position 

 

Let out some slack and bring your left arm 
over their head. Get a grip of their left wrist. 
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Lock a americana style figure four to isolate 
their elbow. 

 

Slide your left hand off their left wrist and up 
onto their knuckles. Push down to finish 
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Side control #4 Darce choke 

 

Switch your hips and sit through. Elevate their 
head and left arm as you do, keeping both 
tight to your chest. 
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As you come onto your knees and sit up, roll 
their head and left arm in towards your chest 

 

Shoot your left arm under their left armpit, all 
the way under the right side of their neck 
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Come over with your right arm brining your 
elbow in firmly behind their head, pushing 
their neck further back into your right arm 

 

Lock up on the bicep and squeeze to finish 
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Side control #5 (Baseball bat choke) 

 

Knee on belly #1 straight arm bar 

For this move we are going to be Starting 
with your right knee on their sternum 

 

 

 

Once they go to shrimp out to escape, wait 
for their far elbow to raise. Underhook their 
arm with your right arm and take a tricep 
grip.  
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Pressure in with your right knee and lean 
forward to make your left foot very light. 

 

Step over their head, putting your left foot 
into their back as you lift their left arm up. 
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Bring your right foot into their neck.  

 

Continue to lift their left elbow into your 
chest as you sit 
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Begin to lever backwards moving your grips 
higher up their arm towards their wrist as you 
do for the finish. 

 

 

Most people will choose to try and remove 
the knee, rather than just eat the pressure 
you are driving into their ribcage. How do 
they do that? Usually by trying to shrimp 
towards you to get the knee off, which 
exposes their far arm to attack. If they choose 
to shrimp away from you however, this is 
even better as it exposes their back. 
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Knee on belly #2 Floating pressure 

 Start with your shin on their floating rib.  

 

Get a right hand grip in their collar, a left 
hand grip behind the same side of their neck 
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Use your based foot to help drive your knee 
down into their floating rib. Increase pressure 
by driving off your other foot (the one above 
their hips), pulling up on their neck with as 
much force as you can muster for the finish. 

 

 

This is a great move. It’s high percentage, 
quick and doesn’t take long. The only 
downside is, if you do this move often in the 
gym, no one will want to roll with you… 
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Mounted #1 Cross collar 

Starting in a low mounted position, with one 
hand in their collar already 

 

Sit forwards and snake in for the other collar 
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Bring your chest towards their chin and your 
elbows towards the mat, gripping tightly 

 

Head to the side and squeeze for the finish 
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Mounted #2 Arm bar 

Using your right arm to lift their right arm, 
shoot your left arm under their right tricep  

 

Snake through as you begin to sit up  
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Lock up a figure four just under their elbow 
and hip forwards, sitting up to finish. 

 

 

This can be used to force reactions such as 
your opponent keeping short ‘T-rex’ arms, 
this can help you setup other moves to chain 
to. 

This style of armbar can be hit or miss 
depending on how good your bite under the 
is. If you don’t think you quite have it, shuffle 
up and go for a conventional armbar. 
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Mounted #3 Ezekiel Choke 

Starting in a mid-mounted position 

 

 Break your posture, coming chest to chest. 
Shoot your left arm behind their neck 
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Bring your right arm over their shoulder with 
your wrist above their neck.  

 

Grab your wrist or cuff, pulling to your left 
and squeezing tightly for the finish. 
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Mounted #4 S-mounted triangle 

Starting from a quasi s mounted position 

 

Sit up. Collect the tricep of their left arm with 
your right, dragging your leg under their neck 
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Step your left leg over your right ankle, then 
grab your right foot with your left hand 

 

Tuck your right foot into the crease of your 
left knee and adjust with your left hand 
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Base out with your left hand as you pull their 
right arm across your body with yours 

 

Squeeze your glutes and drive your hips down 
towards the mat for the finish 
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Mounted #5 (Americana 

Starting from them framing on your hips 

 

Posture down. Get a two on one grip on their 
right arm, moving it off their centre line. 
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Once your left hand has their right wrist, pull 
your right arm out from underneath you. 

 

Elevate their right elbow above their shoulder 
line, preparing to switch your grip left to right 
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Once the grip change is secure, come under 
their right tricep with your left arm.  

 

Lock up a figure of four and drag their wrist 
while raising their elbow to finish. 
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Back mount #1 Rear naked choke 

Starting from seatbelt back control 

 

Fall to your right side and isolate their 
primary defending arm with knuckle control. 
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Try to get your choking arm’s hand behind 
their shoulder and anchoring with your chin 

 

Let the defending arm go as you bring your 
other hand over your wrist behind their neck 
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Finish by locking your choking arms hand into 
your opposite bicep, pressuring forwards with 
the back arm and squeezing in with your 
choking arm, keeping your head tight to theirs 
throughout. 

  

 

The RNC is without a doubt one of the best 
submissions in the game. Not only because 
it’s a fundamental submission but also 
because when you pull it off doing everything 
right you feel amazing! 
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Back mount #2 Half nelson choke 

 Beginning from a classic seatbelt position 

 

Feed you opponent’s collar to your choking 
arm with your free arm until the grip is tight 
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Put your other hand to the back of their neck 
pushing forwards as you squeeze their collar 
across their neck to get the finish. 

 

 

This half nelson collar choke isn’t something I 
would do to my training partners often 
because it’s bloody painful. 

 

If you are in no gi there are a couple of 
variations or tweaks that you can make to 
keep this in your repertoire. 
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Back mount #3 Arm bar 

Starting with a collar and knuckle control  

 

Angle off with your left leg, taking your right 
hook out. Scoot your butt back a tad. 
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Come head under head as you fall to the side. 

 

Swipe your right leg around your opponent’s 
back and over their neck as you sit up. 
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Switch to a two on one arm grip (one under 
the tricep the other on their wrist), keeping it 
close to our chest. Pinch your knees together. 

 

Lean back and stay tight for the finish 
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Back mount #4 bow and arrow choke 

Starting with a collar and knuckle control  

 

Take your right hook out, switching your left 
hand to a knee or pant grip 
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Keeping a tight collar control, scoot back 
slightly as you window wiper your legs 

 

Sit up and secure your grips on their collar 
and knee 
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Finally, drive your hips into their body as you 
pull your right and left hand grips back and 
down for the finish. 

 

 

The bow and arrow can be gotten to from a 
bunch of different positions including mount, 
half guard and side control. 

 

It’s a high percentage submission that takes 
very little energy when performed correctly. 
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Back mount #5 Grapevine collar choke 

Starting with a collar and knuckle control  

 
Fall to your non choking arm side 
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Extend your hooks into your opponent’s legs 
as you turn to force them belly down 

 

Land and keep a tight grip on the collar with 
your choking arm 
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Grapevine your opponent, thrusting in with 
your hips, pulling the collar up for the finish 

 

 

Ruthless if you managed to keep your hooks 
and sprawled out your opponent successfully. 
Even if you don’t start with your hand in the 
collar, the choke can be found easily enough 
as they are so vulnerable belly down.  

If they are a wizard belly down however, just 
roll them back to a standard back control and 
go for something else. It’s a tasty move. 

Here’s a slight variant from another angle: 
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Starting with a collar and knuckle control  

 

Fall to your choking arm side 
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Extend your hooks into your opponent’s legs 
as you turn to force them belly down 

 

Land and keep a tight grip on the collar with 
your choking arm 
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Grapevine your opponent, thrusting in with 
your hips. 

  

pulling the collar across for the finish 
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2 Submissions for the price of 1 

Bicep crush, wrist lock, spider sweep  

Start from Spider guard 

 

Spider sweep 
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Hold onto their left wrist with your right hand 
and bring you knee to the ground. 

 

Take your left hand over their left hands 
knuckles as your right feels for their left tricep 
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Push down on their left bicep with your right 
shin as you pull their left tricep up with your 
right hand 

 

Push down on their knuckles for the finish 
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Triangle and armbar from s-mount  

Start from a low mounted position 

 

Lean onto your left side making your right 
light, stuffing their hands tight to their chest 
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Kick your leg out in front of you, bring their 
left arm to your chest holding their tricep 

 

Chop down under their neck with your shin 
pointed to the floor with your right leg 
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Fall slowly to your right hand side, while 
collecting your right ankle with your left hand 

 

Lock up your figure four with your legs and 
switch to a two on one grip of their right arm 
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Extend their arm over your hip and push it 
down as you squeeze your legs and pinch 
your knees together for the finish. 

 

 

This double submission is excellent. If for 
some reason you can’t get the triangle choke 
on as quickly as you’d like, the armbar 
ensures a swift resolution.  

Something of note is that this double 
submission may actually be easier to hit in no 
gi.  
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Kneebar and toe hold from a closed 
guard pass 

This double comes from closed guard pass #2. 
When you have cleared the left leg, step over 
your opponent’s right leg with your left foot, 
keeping a grip on their right knee and ankle. 
Fall to your side and switch to a 2 on 1 grip of 
their foot. Extend your hips as you push the 
toes forward and down while rolling their 
ankle up for the finish. 
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Partner assisted Drills 

 

Re-guard game 

 let your opponent pass your open guard, re-
engage your legs to get them back in your 
guard 

 

Grip break and grab 

collar and cuff; circle the cuff grip and 2 on 1 
strip the collar then switch role 
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Pummel those hooks! 

Standing fight for the underhook by 
constantly swimming under your opponent’s 
armpit 

 

From the bottom of mount to top 
mount  

 Shrimp and frame away to capture the leg to 
escape to half guard. Underhook a leg and 
gable grip from the other side. Pull the grip 
back as you sit up and slide through into side 
control. Get mount then position is reversed, 
and your partner can try. 

 

Top game switch chain 

Classic side control to scarf, to north south, to 
reverse scarf, to knee on belly, to mount, to 
side mount, to back control, to belly down. 
Once complete, let your partner go through 
the same positions. 
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Solo drills 

 

Bridge & shrimp 

This is a fundamental movement for sweeps 
and escapes. You can do these on the spot or 
moving down the mats. 

Triangle 

Throw up some figure 4 triangle catches to 
work on your movement pattern. 

Kick through s switches 

This helps open the hips and mimics the 
pattern of finishing mechanics for sweeps and 
Omapolata submissions. 

Penetrating step 

This drill is great for helping you develop a 
good shot for a single or double leg 
takedown. 
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